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Who is Bess Georgette?
www.bessgeorgette.com

Bess Georgette is an Australian online store of unique vintage fashion and accessories.
Offering a seasonal selection of Australian and overseas vintage, Bess Georgette has
attracted and kept a growing customer base through active and engaging involvement
in social media networks such as Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest and Instagram.
With a collection of vintage from the 1940s to 1980s, and a special focus on midcentury vintage, Bess Georgette aims to provide the modern vintage-loving woman
a place where they can not only find a beautiful frock but a range of vintage clothing
and accessories they can easily incorporate into their wardrobe.

The lady behind Bess Georgette
Bess Georgette founder Teresa Prowse spends her free time fossicking through
op shops, auctions and estate sales unable to pass up vintage treasures regardless
of their shape or size. It is this obsession with finding all things vintage (and her own
overwhelmed wardrobe) that saw Teresa start Bess Georgette. Teresa loves sharing
her passion with others and nothing makes her happier then seeing a vintage piece
start a journey with a loving new owner.
All Bess Georgette vintage is carefully selected by Teresa for its authenticity and
wearability, and is sold to vintage lovers, vintage collectors and even historical collections
around the world.
Teresa complements her collection of vintage with a blog where she shares her research
into Australian vintage fashion, her love for a good period drama and the odd vintage
recipe or two!

A vintage Story of style
Bess Georgette…
• started in late 2010
• is located in Victoria,
Australia and has
customers around
the world
• vintage dates from the
1940s to 1980s, with
a focus on mid-century
vintage from Australia
and overseas
• is owned and operated
by Teresa Prowse.

For more information please contact Teresa Prowse at teresa@bessgeorgette.com

